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About
ilke Homes.
ilke Homes is a modular housing
company helping to tackle the UK’s
growing housing shortage by delivering
high-quality, energy-efficient homes
in half the time of traditional methods.
The company works closely with local
authorities, housing associations and
developers across the UK to deliver
housing for a mix of tenures. In 2019,
the company entered into a £100m
joint venture with Places for People,
the largest deal yet for Britain’s modular
housing sector.

Introduction.
I am very excited, as are the whole team at
ilke homes, now over 500 of us, to set out our
progress and plans for ilke ZERO.
We are launching ilke ZERO in a critical year for climate change.
The launch event sets out our progress and plans for ilke ZERO and
this document provides the technical detail many of our clients and
customers are interested in.
The ilke Homes business was founded 3.5 years ago knowing that
we could bring all the advantages of modern manufacturing to the
construction and housebuilding sector. In the same way every other
industrial sector has been transformed, we knew we could manufacture
homes of better quality and better performance at scale without
drawing on the limited construction trade workforce.

Giles Carter,
CEO.

We have made great progress to date, building homes across England
and Wales, including some of the highest performing homes built to
date. In this document we will explain WHAT ilke ZERO is and HOW,
together with our clients and suppliers, we can do it. But to introduce
this document, let me start with WHY:
>

 HY “ZERO carbon”? We are in a climate emergency, we’ve got to
W
build homes now that will not continue to emit greenhouses gases.
We have already shown this can be done but we have to scale this
up as soon as possible.

>

 HY “ZERO bills”? Coming out of the COVID pandemic, we all
W
know how important our homes are and we need homes which are
affordable to heat and enjoyable to live in. We have always made
our homes more energy efficient but we can do more and deliver
homes with ZERO energy bills.

>

 HY “ZERO cost”? Almost all our clients would love to be building
W
ZERO carbon homes but unfortunately it does cost more to install
the technologies, meaning schemes can be economically unviable.
We want to change this by building ZERO carbon communities at
scale across the UK at no additional cost.

www.ilkehomes.co.uk

I hope that you find this guide useful and insightful. As a business, we
have a culture of continuous improvement, so please do give us your
feedback.
Best wishes,

We are committing
that all ilke homes
will be ilke ZERO
by 2030.

ZERO carbon.
What: ZERO net operational emissions from energy
uses covered by building regulation over a year (without
the use of carbon offsets).
How: Electrify all household energy uses, reduce need
for energy and the efficiency of its use and generate
enough energy on site to get emissions to zero.

ZERO cost.
What: ZERO additional cost compared with traditional
construction.
Ilke Homes is starting to deliver this step
change now:
>	We have already completed 5 ZERO
carbon sites to date.
>	We are working with our clients now to
deliver thousands more ZERO carbon
homes.
>	We have the experience and expertise
to deliver ilke ZERO at scale and create
this step change.
>	We can’t do this alone, we need and
want to work with you, our clients,
suppliers, designers and engineers to
help us make this happen as fast as
possible.

How: Homes designed for heat pumps and solar PV;
reducing cost of solar panels, batteries and other
key components; directly employing team members;
bringing the productivity, efficiencies and continuous
improvements of modern manufacturing to house
building.

ZERO bills.
What: ZERO net energy bills over a year (including
standing charges).
How: No gas bill, lower energy use, generate & store
electricity from solar PV panel, export electricity at best
time to generate more income than cost of importing
electricity.
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ZERO carbon
projects.
Innovation Village, Gateshead

HOME GROUP

Gateshead Innovation Village trialled a range of
building methods and lower maintenance electrical
heating solutions across the site. ilke Homes trialled Air
Source Heat Pumps as well as smart storage heating,
and completed our six ZERO carbon homes while
others were still working on their foundations. The
project has been fully monitored and results are due
out this year.

Robert Street, Greenwich, London

ROYAL BOROUGH OF GREENWICH

These ZERO carbon homes were
the first to meet London’s new
ZERO carbon housing planning
requirements, and achieved this
target without the need for using
any carbon emissions offsetting.

What is a
ZERO carbon
home?
> A
 ZERO carbon home
generates enough
electricity on site to
reduce its carbon
emissions to ZERO over
a year from energy uses
covered by building
regulations (heating, hot
water, lighting, fans and
pumps).
> T
 his is the same method
used in the new Building
Regulations (Part L 2021)
the proposed Future
Homes Standard, and in
the latest London Plan.

The technical bits:
>	This is calculated using the Government’s
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP)
which calculates a Dwelling Emission Rate
(DER). To be ZERO carbon the
DER =< 0 kgCO2e/m2/yr.
>	We have used as built SAP calculations
from recent projects and then applied the
updated SAP10.1 carbon factors to produce
these figures. As soon as the final SAP10
software is available, we will update and
reconfirm these figures.

>	This is same methodology used in current
Building Regulations (Part L 2013 – SAP9.9),
new Building Regulations (Part L 2021
which will use SAP10) and the proposed
2030 Future Homes Standard which
proposes a 75% reduction in carbon
emissions, rather than the 100% ZERO
carbon standard we are using here.
>	The new London Plan also requires
ZERO carbon homes and uses the above
methodology but it allows for the use
of offsetting for the majority of carbon
savings. Our proposed specification does
not use offsets.

Reduced embodied
& whole life carbon.

How do we achieve
ZERO carbon?

The embodied carbon in our homes
is lower than that of traditionally
constructed homes. Cradle to handover
emissions are currently 261 kgCO2/
m2/yr, which is already below the RIBA
2030 target and LETI stretch goal for
residential buildings.
We are targeting a 75% reduction in
the whole life carbon emissions of our
homes by 2030.

The 3 steps to

Fabric First
Energy Efficiency
Renewable Energy

There are 3 key steps which get a home to
ZERO carbon:
1.	FABRIC: Firstly the fabric of all our homes: the highly
insulated walls, floors, roof, the high performance
windows and doors, and the draught free construction,
means all ilke Homes are around 20% better than
current Building Regulations, as standard.*

ZERO energy
homes.
We are also looking beyond ZERO
carbon and can produce net ZERO
energy homes which includes
energy uses not covered in Building
Regulations (cooking and common
appliances) with even more solar PV.
A ZERO energy home would therefore
have Net energy use at the electricity
meter =< 0 kWh/yr. When additional
energy uses such as electric vehicle
charging are also included, that further
increases the ZERO energy challenge.
We are looking at how we could include
the energy for some EV charging too.

2.	EFFICIENCY: Next is efficiency, LED lighting, efficient
water fittings and efficient ventilation further lower
emissions in all our homes.
3.	RENEWABLE ENERGY: Finally we have two big
upgrades to get us to ZERO carbon:
-	We start by replacing the fossil fuel gas boiler
with a super efficient Air Source Heat Pump, to
provide your heating and hot water. Heat pumps
work like your fridge and require just a third of the
energy of conventional heating systems. They use
electricity to compress the energy in the outside
air to warm your home and they work in the cold,
in fact they are very common in Norway and
Sweden!
-	Finally, your own electricity is generated with solar
photovoltaic (or PV) panels, which can be used to
power your heat pump.
And this gets you to ZERO carbon.

*Base specification: UWall 0.17 W/m2K,
UOpenings 1.4 W/m2K, UFloor 0.13 W/m2K, URoof
0.13 W/m2K, Air permeability 3-4m3/h/m2.

2.
The heat energy increases the
refrigerant temperature and it
evaporates from a liquid to a
gas, storing the captured energy

3.
The refrigerant passes
into a condenser,
where it cools and
condenses back into
a liquid, releasing the
heat energy

1.
Air is blown across an
evaporator, where heat
energy from the air is
absorbed by a refrigerant

4. Heat distribution
The heat is transferred
into the home’s heating
and hot water circuit

Measured
performance.
It is important that the homes deliver
ZERO carbon performance in practice
and not just in theory. We monitored our
Gateshead Innovation Village homes
over the first 18 months, and are looking
forward to seeing the results. With
the introduction of smart controls and
technologies such as battery storage,
monitoring capabilities can be built in,
and we would encourage our clients to
monitor the performance of the homes
they build with us and others.

ZERO bills.

What do we mean
by ZERO bills?

How can we achieve
ZERO bills?

> A
 ZERO energy bill home
has no gas bill and generates
enough electricity on site to
reduce its net electricity bill
to ZERO over a year (including
standing charges).

A typical new build house today would be expected
to have energy bills of around £900 per year, which
is around a fifth lower than the average existing
home’s total energy bill of £1,200 per year.

> I n summer, the household
can earn money by selling the
electricity it exports from its
solar panels (which may have
been stored in a battery to
enable it to be sold at peak
times). If this income is more
than the cost of the energy
that is imported from the grid
over the year, including the
electricity standing charge, you
can have a ZERO energy bill.

The 3 steps to

Fabric First
Energy Efficiency
Renewable Energy

We can use the same 3 key steps which get us to
ZERO carbon, to get that energy bill down to ZERO:
1.	FABRIC: Firstly, the fabric of our all homes;
the highly insulated walls, floors, roof; the high
performance windows and doors and the draught
free construction means all ilke Homes are around
20% better than current Building Regulations, as
standard.*

The technical bits:

2.	EFFICIENCY: Next is efficiency. LED lighting,
efficient water fittings and efficient ventilation
further lowers energy use in all our homes.
3.	RENEWABLE ENERGY: Then we have those two
big upgrades:

>	Our analysis is based on modelling of
energy requirements of a typical ilke
home, using the Government's Standard
Assessment Procedure (SAP) as built
calculations from recent projects, and
including all the domestic energy uses
(including cooking and appliances, but
excluding EV charging). SAP uses the
BREDEM methodology, which is based on
average energy use patterns and amounts.
>	We have applied hourly usage patterns
based on heating degree days, and annual
solar PV output profiles, to produce an
annual energy profile. As soon as the final
SAP10 software is available, we will update
and reconfirm these figures.
>	Our analysis is then based on tariffs and
standing charges as available on 31st
March 2021. In the case of Agile tariffs, data
from 2020 has been applied to the hourly
load profiles to estimate annual energy
import and export values.

-	Firstly, replacing that gas boiler with an Air
Source Heat Pump. This gets rid of your gas
bill and makes the choice of electricity tariff
really important. Using Smart Meters and
Smart Controls, you can heat your home to
the temperatures you want, at the times you
desire in a much more cost effective way
through the use of off peak, variable or Agile
electricity tariffs.
-	Then, generating your own electricity with
solar Photovoltaic (or PV) panels, which can
also be used to power you heat pump.
This can get you down to near ZERO bills.
-	Our modelling has shown we can get all
the way down to ZERO bills using that extra
solar PV combined with battery storage.
The battery means you can avoid buying
electricity at expensive times and you can
also sell any excess electricity you generate
back to the grid at much more profitable
times.

*Base specification: UWall 0.17 W/m2K, UOpenings 1.4 W/m2K, UFloor 0.13 W/m2K, URoof 0.13 W/m2K, Air permeability 3-4m3/h/m2.

£

What do we mean
by ZERO cost?
> ZERO

cost means no additional
build costs compared with
traditional construction.
>	We have learned from our 5
ZERO carbon sites and are
working hard to help reduce the
cost of achieving ZERO carbon.
Our current costs are set out at
the end of this document.
>	However, the savings in energy
bills and other income streams
that we can generate from
having a battery in the home
means that funding partners
could fund this additional cost,
to make ZERO carbon available
at ZERO additional upfront cost.

The technical bits:
>	To achieve ZERO bills and ZERO
energy, additional solar PV and
a battery are required. These
are also required to support the
funding models.
>	Ilke Homes base build
specification is above that of
typical traditional construction
today with better fabric and
acoustic performance as well as
higher ceilings. Despite this, ilke
Homes have been shown to be
cost effective & viable against
traditional construction across
England & Wales. Our viability
is particularly favourable in
locations with higher traditional
build costs, such as the South
East of England and rural
locations.

How can we get
to ZERO cost?
There are 5 key components to our ZERO cost strategy:

1. Design

2. Materials

Designing for speed and ease of manufacture
and assembly is a fundamental of any modern
manufacturing business. Our base specification
product achieves this and we have redesigned
key aspects of our product range to integrate Heat
Pumps and Solar PV.

>	The cost of solar panels has dropped by around
20 times in the past 15 years. A solar panel today
costs the same as a high-quality roof tile, so by
integrating the solar PV in the roof, we can omit
the cost of those roof tiles.

We have redesigned the layout of the ground floor
of our homes to enable fast and simple manufacture
and assembly of homes heated with Air Source Heat
Pumps. Key considerations include:

>	We also expect the cost of other key components
to drop as the scale of UK and global production
increases. We are working with a number of
suppliers on design integration and material cost
savings, to create a significant step change in the
cost of ZERO carbon homes.

-	Minimizing pipe runs, designing for low flow
temperatures and correct flow rates with the
resulting pipe sizing and pipe radii.

3. Labour

>

Integration of Heat Pumps

-	Finding the ideal space for a hot water cylinder
and for the external heat pump unit, providing
options to house both at the rear if required, or
the front of the home for easier maintenance.
>

Integration of Solar PV

-	By better integrating Solar PV panels into the
roofs, we can improve the aesthetics and reduce
tiling costs.
-	The cost of electricity varies through the day,
most domestic customers see a flat fee around
16-18p/kWh. New Agile tariffs, such as this one
shown are much cheaper most of the time
(except between 4 and 7pm). Typically one would
face solar panels south but as shown (in orange)
this creates a peak output at lunchtime. By facing
solar PV systems both east and west at a lower
angle, a comparatively sized system (in blue)
reduces the midday peak limiting the impact
on the grid, generates more in the morning,
and critically in the evening when electricity is
expensive and allows for the installation of many
more PV roof panels.

>	The ilke Homes labour model is very different
to a traditional main contractor or housebuilder.
The traditional model has a developer or main
contractor, who sub-contracts packages of works.
These sub-contractors often have their own staff,
which they supplement often with self-employed
tradespeople.
>	ilke Homes has a vertically integrated labour
model, where most ilke team members are
directly employed, eliminating layers of overhead
and margin. As ilke team members are directly
employed, they only work on our projects and
so understand our product, our designs and
critically our processes and quality standards. It
is in everyone's interest to get better, and there
is no contractual passing down of risk. All ilke
team members are there to add value to the end
product.

4. Process

5. Continuous improvement

>	Construction has seen the lowest increase in
productivity of all the sectors in the UK economy.
In housebuilding, the process has changed
very little on most sites for decades. Significant
cost saving from productivity and process
improvement are delivered though modern
manufacturing methods:

>	Under-pinning all of these is the manufacturing
culture of continuous improvement, which
maintains an ongoing journey to better quality,
better performance and lower costs.

-	Working in warm factory conditions every
day, with the right tools and the right
materials that are brought to ilke team
members on a production line transforms
productivity.
-	Having a team of manufacturing engineers
reviewing and perfecting standard
work procedures, improves quality and
performance.
-	Automation of repetitive, labour intensive
tasks can create step changes in production
costs.

>	This will be critical to ilke ZERO as we install
solar PV and Heat Pump systems with our own
ilke team members on our production lines, and
monitor their performance so we get better and
better.

ilke ZERO additional
material cost matrix.
In-roof solar PV system1

Battery storage system

Air Source Heat
Pump

Material cost uplift to achieve target

Housetype

3kWp to
4kWp

7kWp to
8kWp

6kWh

10kWh

3.5kWth 180L

5kWth 210L

Zero CO2
(SAP9)

Zero CO2
(SAP10)

All electric site

ZERO energy

ZERO bills

Haldon (2b4p)

£1,400

n/a

£2,350

£4,000

£2,900

n/a

£1,400

£4,300

£2,900

n/a

n/a

Holt (2b4P NDSS)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

£2,900

n/a

£1,400

£4,300

£2,900

£5,200

£9,200

Dalby (3b5p)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Cardinham (2b4p NDSS)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

£3,100

n/a

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Weston (3b5p)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Dallington (3b5p NDSS)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Thetford (3b5p NDSS)

£1,400

n/a

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

n/a

n/a

Bedgebury (4b7p)

£1,400

n/a

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

n/a

n/a

Rockingham (4b7p NDSS)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Newborough (5b8p)

£1,400

£2,300

£2,350

£4,000

n/a

£3,100

£1,400

£4,300

£3,100

£5,400

£9,400

Req'd for ZERO carbon (SAP9)

Yes

Req'd for ZERO carbon
(SAP10)

Yes

Yes - correct size

Req'd for All electric site

Yes - correct size

Req'd for ZERO energy

Yes

Req'd for ZERO bills

Yes

1. Size of solar PV system required to meet targets varies by site location, roof orientation, roof pitch and attachment/external wall area.

Yes - correct size
Yes

Yes - correct size

Material costs are valid as at May 2021. Labour
and commissioning costs vary by site location
as well as electricity grid reinforcement
requirements, which are typically between an
additional £2,000 and £5,000 per home.

